Postoperative routine EEG correlates with long-term seizure outcome after epilepsy surgery.
We investigated the correlation of interictal epileptiform discharges (IED) in routine EEG 6 and 24 months after epilepsy surgery with regard to long-term seizure outcome. In 148 patients (74% temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), 26% extratemporal epilepsy) EEG results (IED present or absent) were correlated with the postoperative outcome using the Engel classification 6 and 24 months after resection (PO6m and PO2y, respectively). Self-evaluation was conducted 3 and 5 years after resection (PO3y and PO5y, respectively). Ninety-one patients (62%) were seizure-free 5 years after resection; 88% of them showed no IED in PO6m. Twenty-eight patients (19%) displayed IED in routine EEG 6 months after resection; 61% of them had recurrent seizures at PO5y, whereas of 120 patients without IED only 33% had recurrent seizures at PO5y; p=0.01. Absence of IED in PO6m and PO2y correlated with good outcome: 71% without IED remained seizure-free, whereas only 25% with IED at PO6m and PO2y remained seizure-free; p=0.001. Seizure-free patients (Engel 1) and patients with less favourable outcome (Engel 3-4) at PO6m and PO2y rarely changed categories of outcome during the following years (p<0.001). Half of the patients with favourable seizure reduction (Engel 2) changed to seizure-free (Engel 1) or to a worse outcome category (Engel 3-4). Postoperative routine EEG is a good prognostic instrument for the prediction of long-term seizure outcome, especially for TLE. It predicts the running up and down of fits in patients with rare seizures (Engel 2).